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Abstract

We examine the problem of causal response es-
timation for complex objects (e.g., text, images,
genomics). In this setting, classical atomic inter-
ventions are often not available (e.g., changes to
characters, pixels, DNA base-pairs). Instead, we
only have access to indirect or crude interventions
(e.g., enrolling in a writing program, modifying a
scene, applying a gene therapy). In this work, we
formalize this problem and provide an initial so-
lution. Given a collection of candidate mediators,
we propose (a) a two-step method for predicting
the causal responses of crude interventions; and
(b) a testing procedure to identify mediators of
crude interventions. We demonstrate, on a range
of simulated and real-world-inspired examples,
that our approach allows us to efficiently estimate
the effect of crude interventions with limited data
from new treatment regimes.

1. Introduction
Understanding causal mechanisms is a primary goal of sci-
entific inquiry and a crucial prerequisite for planning effec-
tive interventions. However, the task of isolating and quan-
tifying treatment effects is complicated by several obstacles.
Fundamental questions of identifiability (Shpitser and Pearl,
2008; Correa and Bareinboim, 2020) and transportability
(Bareinboim and Pearl, 2016) pose significant challenges to
practitioners across a variety of disciplines. The problems
are particularly acute in high-dimensional settings where
interventions are rarely of the surgical or “atomic” sort envi-
sioned by most authors in this area. For instance, genomic
data contains rich information about the pharmacodynamic
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Figure 1. The complex cause problem setting. See text for details.

impact of drug therapies on disease activity. However, care-
ful analysis is required to detect and operationalize these
sparse signals, as causal effects are not defined in terms of
direct interventions on, say, individual genes, but are instead
propagated from a crude treatment (drug administration) on
a complex object (the human transcriptome), which affects
outcomes (disease activity) through several mediating path-
ways. Similar complexity arises in other fields, for instance
when purported causes are social constructs like “gross do-
mestic product” (Arnold et al., 2020) or large-scale natural
phenomena like “El Niño” (Chalupka et al., 2016).

Despite a substantial and growing literature on causal in-
ference (see Sect. 2), existing theory largely fails to accom-
modate complex systems where the putative causes X of
an outcome of interest Y have many internal components
(X1, X2, . . . , Xp) not amenable to perfect control. Using
the notation of Pearl (2000), there is no clear, non-trivial,
physical method for enacting do(x), i.e. setting variable(s)
X to a particular value(s) x. Such cases are common in the
natural and social sciences, to say nothing of text data and
spatial processes captured at a coarse resolution. To con-
tinue with the medical example, researchers often design a
therapy to target one or several hub genes in full awareness
that this may spur unintended interactions with other biolog-
ical processes. In such a study, researchers want to learn not
just whether the drug is effective but how variability in pa-
tient response can be explained by elements of X (perhaps
combined with effect modifiers of pre-treatment variables
Z).

This gives operational meaning to the notion ofX as a cause
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of Y : even if do(x) is undefined, we are interested in fram-
ing the effect on Y by some treatment W where the design
of W comes from postulated or conjectured mechanisms
triggered by X . Under the assumption that X fully medi-
ates the actions W (in a technical sense defined in Sect. 2),
an invariant relationship between X and Y under W be-
comes a useful building block for predicting the outcomes
of new interventions. Furthermore, understanding which
components of X simultaneously covary with W and Y is
of independent interest, as this may suggest new targeted
interventions that operate on those elements of X .

In this work, we discuss a notion of pragmatic mediation
that provides a solution to the problem of prediction from
new interventions. Our main contributions are threefold:
(1) We formalize a general problem in which complex ob-
ject X causes outcomes Y as a result of crude interven-
tions W , with applications to domains with structured, high-
dimensional data. (2) We describe an efficient method for es-
timating responses to new interventions, tractably marginal-
izing over the complex object X . (3) We propose a method-
ology for identifying practical causal mediation paths, which
can provide insight into complex systems and suggest new
hypotheses for future experiments.

2. Problem Setup
Let Y be an outcome of interest, and let X be postulated
causes of Y , in the sense that hypothetical interventions
on X would alter the distribution of Y (Woodward, 2003).
In the machine learning and artificial intelligence literature,
this is typically operationalized in terms of the interventional
distribution p(y | do(x)) (Pearl, 2000). In many domains,
however, perfect control is ambiguous or unattainable (Van-
derWeele and Hernán, 2013). This is often the case when
X is a composition of more fundamental variables, as in the
examples discussed in Sect. 1, as well in image and text data.
We will explore the latter two in our experiments in Sect. 4.

Actionable variables and their use. In our setup, actions
that change the distribution of X are assumed to exist. We
index them by W , allowing this to be a random vector. Pre-
treatment variables Z, which are realized before {W,X, Y },
are also allowed. We say that W are our actionable vari-
ables, in the sense that in principle we can set them to exact
values by an intervention.

By way of contrast, in the instrumental variable scenario, the
target is p(y | do(x)), with W acting as an instrument that
is not fundamental to the estimand of interest. If do(x) is
not defined and we are primarily driven by policy questions
(e.g., choosing an optimal value for W ), then W arguably
makes the notion of X as a cause redundant. For example,
Gelman (2009) suggests interpreting X as little more than a
qualifier for our actions W . This is not satisfactory for the

Z

F W X Y

Figure 2. A DAG encoding independence assumptions in the set
{F,W,X, Y, Z}, where random variables are circular vertices
and intervention variable F is a square vertex. This diagram
captures conditional independencies assumed in our setup, but
is not Pearlian, as do(x) is undefined. We cover all members of
the Markov equivalence class of this graph, including those with
unmeasured confounding between X and Z. We do not consider
other unobserved confounders, though we discuss this in Sect. 5
as a direction for future work.

many applications where W was chosen because we expect
that changing X will also change Y , even if this notion of
propagation is unclear when do(x) is undefined. In particu-
lar, there are practical scenarios where assumptions about
invariances involving X aid the learning and prediction of
policy outcomes. That is our motivation here.

Structural assumptions. Our goal is to predict Y under
intervention levels w? of W that we have not yet seen. Fol-
lowing Dawid (2020), we introduce a regime indicator F ,
which is not a random variable but instead indexes the con-
ditional distributions pF (w | z), with values ranging over
possible interventions on W . Following Pearl (2000), we
use the symbol “do(w)” ∈ F to mean the distribution in
which W = w given any Z = z. Our goal is then to pre-
dict Y given Z under F = do(w), in particular reporting
EF=do(w?)[Y | z] for some new w?. In what follows, we
will use the Pearlian notation E[Y | do(w), z] to represent
the interventional distribution. Note that regime indicators
can also accommodate non-atomic interventions – e.g., idle
or stochastic regimes (Correa and Bareinboim, 2020) – al-
though we will not make use of this in the sequel.

As is well-understood in the causal modeling literature, as-
sumptions of independence between interventions and ran-
dom variables can be represented by a directed acyclic graph
(DAG). Our structural assumptions are encoded in Fig. 2.
This is not a causal graph in the sense of Pearl (2000), as
we are not making any claims about, say, lack of hidden
common causes between Z and X or the applicability of do
interventions on all variables. Instead, the DAG represents
conditional independence claims such as F |= Y | {W,Z},
a statement interpretable as the lack of unmeasured con-
founding between W and Y given Z.1

Of particular importance to what follows is the implication

1A similar device is used, for instance, in the proof of the
back-door adjustment, Thm. 3.3.2 of Pearl (2000); and earlier
graphical notions of unconfoundedness, e.g. Fig. 3.19 of Spirtes
et al. (1993).
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{F,W} |= Y | {X,Z}. This conditional independence rela-
tionship, visually apparent from the d-separation in Fig. 2,
informs us that there is no direct effect of W on Y . This
invariance is the key point that pools together data collected
at different values of F .

Problem statement: learning with pragmatic mediation.
Let F = {f1, f2, . . . , fm}. Moreover, let Dl denote m′

“labeled” datasets

Dl ≡ {(W,X, Y, Z)l1 , . . . , (W,X, Y, Z)lm′},

where L ≡ (l1, . . . , lm′) ⊂ [m], and let Du denote m′′

“unlabeled” datasets

Du ≡ {(W,X,Z)u1 , . . . , (W,X,Z)um′′ },

where U ≡ (u1, . . . , um′′) ⊂ [m]. In particular,
(W,X, Y, Z)li , li ∈ L, denotes data collected under regime
fli , the analogous holding for ui ∈ U . Given (Dl,Du), the
goal is to return an estimate of

f(w?, z) ≡ E[Y | do(w?), z]. (1)

The problem concerns evaluating outcomes under an inter-
vention that sets W to w?. The post-treatment variables X
cannot be used as a basis for decision-making, but the in-
variances encoded by the lack of edges {F,W} → Y and
F → X allow for predictions of policy outcomes even in
the case where pairs (w?, y) are not in our data. As is typical
of causal inference problems, we require some assumptions
regarding support of treatment values in the given data. In
particular, we have the following:

Assumptions (identification and support). For all z in the
support of p(z): (i) the distribution p(x | w?, z) is identifi-
able from the distributions sampled by L ∪ U; (ii) the sup-
port of p(x | w?, z) is contained in the union of the support
of X in each dataset in L.

Thus, in order to obtain E[Y | do(w?), z] from∫
E[Y |x, z]p(x | w?, z) dx,

we must have some means of generalizing to p(x | w?, z)
from past data, including unlabeled data. Condition (ii) says
we can learn the E[Y | x, z] factor across the support of
p(x | w?, z) using the datasets contained in L. This assump-
tion can be relaxed, provided we have some principled way
to extrapolate beyond the regions of (X,Z) covered by L.

In our experiments (see Sect. 4), we predict causal responses
for new interventions with no observed outcomes but some
(unlabeled) data on X . Such cases arise when, for instance,
Y takes a long time to be observed, or past interventions w?

took place targeting a different outcome variable. We will
not constrain the functional relationship between W and X

in any way, meaning that p(x | wi, z) need not contain any
information about p(x | wj , z) for i 6= j.

This machinery operationalizes what we mean by X be-
ing a cause of Y , even if we do not define do(x). At the
heart of causal inference is the notion of invariance under
intervention, which can be exploited even if the putative
causes of interest cannot be directly manipulated. We call
X a pragmatic mediator, i.e. a set of variables that allows
us to decompose a causal model for W in Y by a model
(given Z) relating W and X only, and X and Y only, under
a space of interventions F . This bears little relation to coun-
terfactual mediation VanderWeele (2015) and demonstrates
how restricted notions of mediation can be more useful than
counterfactual ones in some contexts.

Related work. Although invariance principles have long
been cited in formal definitions of causality Spirtes et al.
(1993); Pearl (2000); Bühlmann (2020), they have recently
found a new life in machine learning approaches that target
more focused questions of practical interest.

The Invariant Causal Prediction method of Peters et al.
(2016) – later extended by Heinze-Deml et al. (2018) and
Gamella and Heinze-Deml (2020) – exploits the assump-
tion that F does not directly cause outcome Y except for
(unknown) causal parents from a candidate pool of observ-
able variables X . There the objective is to discover the
causal parents as opposed to learning what happens when
we marginalize over them. Likewise, Invariant Risk Min-
imization (Arjovsky et al., 2020) exploits variability in F
to better learn the relationship between X and Y in a way
that is robust to estimation errors due to spurious, unstable
associations. Again, the main focus is on the use of X , here
in a (non-causal) prediction problem.

Post-treatment variables are used to improve bandit opti-
mization by factoring the arm space, where variables that
are themselves targets of interventions exhibit some (at least
partially known) structure Lattimore et al. (2016); Lee and
Bareinboim (2018); de Kroon et al. (2020). In contrast, we
focus on the class of problems where there is little to be
gained by exploiting the inner structure of X , as in many
applied scenarios they are composite variables with ambigu-
ous fine causal structure Arnold et al. (2020).

Domain adaptation, in particular covariate shift, has a long
tradition of being analyzed in the context of causal models
(e.g., Zhang et al. (2013)). The emphasis of this literature
is how to better cope with changes in distribution between,
say, training and test regimes. Although techniques such
as sample reweighting for improved statistical efficiency
are relevant when dealing with multiple regimes, this will
not be our focus here. Instead, in Sect. 3, we emphasize
convenient parametrizations of our causal setup so as to
facilitate marginalization over X and parameter learning.
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Finally, this work is particularly influenced by the litera-
ture on ambiguous or undefined interventions Spirtes and
Scheines (2004); VanderWeele and Hernán (2013); Lee and
Bareinboim (2019) as well as causal abstractions and com-
positional data Chalupka et al. (2017); Beckers and Halpern
(2019); Arnold et al. (2020). The idea of pragmatic me-
diators is essentially the grounding of a causal abstraction
through imperfect interventions W and the delimitation of
its possible values as allowed by a “causal dictionary” F .
The ambiguity of X requires explicit assumptions about the
space of modifications that we expect to enact on X .

3. Method
Based on the assumptions introduced above, this section
describes (a) an algorithm for learning expected outcomes
Y under crude interventions on X , operationalized as F =
do(w), conditioned on pre-treatment covariates Z; and (b)
a procedure for interpreting the elements of X that play a
mediating role in the fitted model.

Causal response estimation. We assume access to a set
of features φi : X × Z → R. These features are candidate
mediators, moderated by covariates Z, which describe the
outcome model for Y as

Y = θ0 +

d∑
i=1

θiφi(X,Z) + ε, (2)

where ε is an independent error term with E[ε] = 0.

Candidates may come from domain experts (e.g., experi-
mentally validated regulatory pathways) or a data-driven
approach (e.g., latent factors learned by an autoencoder).
They represent a macro-level summary that clarifies what
the existing F is able to modify in X that simultaneously
contributes to Y . For example, if X describes a spatially-
distributed object, like neural activations or environmental
sensors, features φi can correspond to smoothing windows
with localized information. If X is a text document, φi may
represent aggregate interpretable interactions of relevant
entities, topics, and other parts of speech. The linear as-
sumption is substantive but not especially restrictive, given
a sufficiently flexible library of basis functions Φ, which,
as mentioned above, can be trained directly via neural net-
works or some other representation learning method.2

Given Eq. (2), it follows by the assumptions encoded in
Fig. 2 and by linearity of expectation that

E[Y | do(w), z] = θ0 +

d∑
i=1

θiE[φi(X,Z) | w, z]. (3)

2Note that, though each φi is a function of X and Z, we
occasionally simplify notation by suppressing the dependence,
writing φi for φi(X,Z) and Φ = {φi}di=1.

We therefore propose a two-stage procedure to estimate
E[Y | do(w), z]:

1. Learn gi(w, z) ≡ E[φi(X,Z) | w, z] for all i via any
black-box regression algorithm, and let ĝ denote the
d-dimensional vector of resulting expectations.

2. Learn θ̂ = arg minθ E[(Y − θ>ĝ)2] via regularized
regression (e.g. Lasso, Tibshirani, 1996), to provide
sparsity on θ where supported by the data.

The procedure is detailed in Alg. 1, where we consider the
case in which labeled datasets are pooled together into a set
with n samples, and we learn a model for p(x | w?, z) from
unlabeled conditions with a single treatment level w?. This
exploits the known structural relationship between W , X ,
Φ and Y . In particular, it represents the marginalization of
X directly in terms of E[φi(X,Z) | w, z],3 which avoids
the density estimation problem of learning p(x | w, z).

There is a relation between this idea and methods for estimat-
ing non-linear causal effects in additive-error instrumental
variable models based on (potentially infinite) basis expan-
sions Singh et al. (2019); Muandet et al. (2020). However,
given the potential high-dimensionality of X and the de-
sire for interpretability, we favor dictionaries that are either
hand-constructed or the result of adaptive algorithms. More-
over, although we have the option of fitting θ by regressing
Y directly on Φ, we still favor the regression on ĝ instead,
as φix, z is a random variable not observable at test time.

Explainable pragmatic mediation. Under the assump-
tions of our setup, we would like to provide practitioners
with qualitative information on the estimated role of the
candidate mediators. Informally, we say that φi(X,Z) is a
causal pragmatic mediator if and only if it covaries with
W and Y simultaneously, with adjustments for Z and the
other candidate mediators depending on the scenario. More
formally, causal pragmatic mediators satisfy two criteria:

(i) φi(X,Z) 6⊥⊥W | Z,

(ii) φi(X,Z) 6⊥⊥Y | {Φ\i, Z}

where Φ\i ≡ Φ\φi(X,Z). We will henceforth refer to (i)
and (ii) asM-criteria.

Another way of interpreting this is by saying that W has
a “nonzero conditional total effect” on φi for some Z = z
(that is, conditional association without adjusting for Φ\i),
while φi has a “direct effect” on Y (conditional association,
also conditioning on Φ\i).

3This can be even further simplified if we opt for product fea-
tures of the shape φi(X,Z) ≡ φix(X)φiz(Z), as in this case we
have E[φix(X)φiz(Z) | w, z] = E[φix(X) | w, z]φiz(z) (Kad-
dour et al., 2021).
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Algorithm 1 Causal Response Prediction

Require: Historic interventions {wi,Φ(xi, zi), zi, yi}ni=1,
new intervention training set {w?,Φ(xj , zj), zj}n

?
train
j=1 ,

new intervention test set {w?′, z′j}
n?
test
j=1

Historic Interventions
Learn gk(w, z) = E[φk(X,Z) | w, z]

. Stage 1, via any black-box model
Learn f(w, z) = E[Y | g(w, z)]

. Stage 2, via an L1-penalized model

New Intervention
Learn on train split
g?k(w?, z) = E[φk(X,Z) | w?, z]

. Stage 1, update for new intervention w?

Predict on test split
ŷ = f(g?(w?′, z′)) = E[Y | do(w?′), z′]

. Stage 2, predict using pre-learned f
return ŷ

Algorithm 2 Pragmatic Mediation Selection

Require: Weights θ, training set {wi,Φ(xi, zi), zi}ni=1,
test set {w′i,Φ′(x′i, z′i), z′i}n

′

i=1, one-sided paired differ-
ence test c(·), level α, mediatorsM = {}

for φi ∈ Φ do
if θi 6= 0 then

Learn g0
i (z) = E[φi(X,Z) | z] on train split

Learn g1
i (z, w) = E[φi(X,Z) | z, w] on train

split
Obtain residual ε0i = φ′i − g0

i (z′) on test split
Obtain residual ε1i = φ′i − g1

i (z′, w′) on test split
p = c(|ε0i |, |ε1i |)
if p ≤ α then

Add mediatorM =M∪ {φi}
end if

end if
end for
returnM

This definition is entirely agnostic to any possible causal
structure among the elements of Φ, a structure which is it-
self indeterminate since do(x) is not defined. Notice that
the idea of combining a “total” effect “into” Φ with a “di-
rect” effect “out of” Φ relates to settings where we may
want to design new elements of F that “short-circuit” the
mechanism, by directly targeting φi if this is at all possible
and desirable in a particular domain.4

4For instance, ignoring Z for simplicity: if there exists a
“Pearlian” causal chain X1 → X2 → X3 → Y in the system
with no further edges, and we have a rich dictionary Φ, (features

constant
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Figure 3. Recursive partition of Φ by how elements do or do not
shift conditional average treatment effects. See text for details.

Although the distinction is not crucial for prediction, causal
mediators can provide valuable insights about what in X
characterizes the effect of W on Y . For instance, if only a
subset of regions of the brain respond to stimuli and predict
some behavior, then novel interventions can be designed
targeting just those regions with detectable causal impact.

The leaf nodes of the tree depicted in Fig. 3 correspond to
candidate mediators with different functional roles.

1. Φ̃ ≡ {φi : φi ⊥⊥ Y | Φ\i, Z}. These candidates will
receive zero weight in the linear formula described by
Eq. (2) (and, hence, also Eq. (3)). That is, for each
φi ∈ Φ̃, θi = 0.

2. Φ̂ ≡ {φi : φi 6∈ Φ̃ ∧ φi ⊥⊥ W,Z}. In this subset,
E[φi | w, z] is constant for all w and z. These terms
will be absorbed into the intercept of the linear formula
described by Eq. (3). That is, E[Y | do(w), z] =
θ0 +

∑
φi∈Φ̂E[φi] + “function of w and z”.

3. Φ ≡ {φi : φi 6∈ {Φ̃ ∪ Φ̂} ∧ φi ⊥⊥ W | Z}. These
candidates will receive nonzero weight in Eq. (2), but
only through the Z → φi → Y path. They are in-
variant in W and therefore, just like Φ̃ and Φ̂, do
not contribute to conditional average treatment effects
E[Y | do(w), z]− E[Y | do(w′), z].

4. Φ∗ ≡ {φi : φi ∈ Φ\{Φ̃ ∪ Φ̂ ∪ Φ}}. Only this latter
subclass satisfies the M-criteria, picking out causal
mediators φi on the W → φi → Y path.

This recursive partitioning of Φ immediately suggests a prac-
tical method for pragmatic mediation discovery. First, we
perform our two-step estimation procedure. Then, for each
φi such that θi 6= 0, perform a conditional independence

of) neither X1 nor X2 alone would qualify as causal pragmatic
mediators, while (features of) X3 would, even if all interventions
in F can only directly modify X1 and X2.
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test against the null hypothesis H0 : φi ⊥⊥ W | Z.5 See
Alg. 2 for details.

There exists no uniformly valid conditional independence
test for continuous conditioning variables (Shah and Peters,
2020). However, numerous nonparametric methods have
been developed with good performance on real and synthetic
datasets (Heinze-Deml et al., 2018). In our experiments,
we use a simple nested regression procedure, in which we
compare the absolute value of out-of-sample residuals for
null and alternative models – i.e., g0

i (z) = E[φi | z] and
g1
i (z, w) = E[φi | z, w], respectively – using a one-sided

Wilcoxon rank-sum test.6 If predictive accuracy signifi-
cantly improves with the inclusion of W , then we reject H0.
Estimation and testing are performed on separate samples
to ensure unbiased inference. The procedure can easily be
modified to adjust for multiple testing.

4. Experiments
In this section, we demonstrate our method in a variety of
domains. We start with a simulated visual simulation task
to provide a more concrete intuition for our approach. We
then introduce a text data example where users are asked
to edit news headlines to make them more humorous. Fi-
nally, we describe a genomics experiment where we simu-
late the effects of gene knockouts on the E. coli transcrip-
tome. The code to reproduce results can be found at https:
//github.com/limorigu/ComplexCauses.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4. Visual example for image perturbation dataset. (a) Exam-
ple image (z). (b) Same image, post-perturbation (x, in response
to w). (c) Same image under a new perturbation regime, which we
leave for the test set (x′, in response to w′).

4.1. Setup

We have two primary goals: (a) causal response prediction,
and (b) identification of causal pragmatic mediators. We
describe the overall setup for all domains below.

5In randomized trials, where Z ⊥⊥ W by design, this can be
replaced by a marginal association test against H0 : φi ⊥⊥W , for
those φi which are non-trivial functions of X .

6Other tests could in principle be substituted here, e.g. the
binomial test or z-test, depending on what assumptions one is
willing to make about residual distributions. See (Lei et al., 2018,
Sect. 6).

Prediction. We assume access to m − 1 mutu-
ally independent historic training regimes with corre-
sponding labeled datasets Dl1 , . . . ,Dlm−1 , where each

Dlk = {(Wi, Xi, Yi, Zi)
lk}|Dlk

|
i=1 . Our goal is to learn

E[Y | do(w?), z] for a new regime F = do(w?) (e.g.,
a prospective intervention). In this regime, we are
given access to limited labeled training data Dlw? =

{(W ?
i , Xi, Yi, Zi)

lw? }|Dlw? |
i=1 and more unlabeled training

data Duw? = {(W ?
i , Xi, Zi)

uw?}|Duw? |
i=1 , where |Duw? | �

|Dlw? |. This captures settings where measurements
for Y are expensive, delayed, or simply unrecorded.
All methods are evaluated on a test dataset Tw? =
{(W ?

i , Yi, Zi)
tw?}|Tw? |

i=1 .

Baseline methods that estimate E[Y | do(w?), z] can only
make use of the labeled dataset Dlw? , as all regimes are
mutually independent. However, by exploiting structural
information Φ(X,Z), we are able to leverage the invariant
p(y | x, z) distribution from prior regimes. That is, we
estimate g and θ fromDl1 , . . . ,Dlm−1

and predict effects in
new regimes using only Z andW , so our method effectively
treats Dlw? ∪ Duw? as a single test set.

We will compare our approach to multiple regression base-
lines that estimate E[Y | do(w?), z] as the proportion of la-
beled data for the new regime Lw? grows from 10%-100%.
Specifically, we consider models from four function classes:
lasso regression (linear), support vector regression (SVR),
random forest (RF), and gradient boosting (GB). Default hy-
perparameters are used throughout; see Appendix for details.
We also note that other methods that seem to share similar-
ity with our goal, such as co-training (Blum and Mitchell,
1998) and domain adaptation (Chen et al., 2011), would not
be relevant baselines for comparison as they differ signifi-
cantly from our work in two ways. (1) There is a two-stage
functional decoupling arising from Eq. 3 alongside variable
decoupling that we aim to exploit by learning g and then f ;
co-training does not involve such functional decoupling. (2)
We can only leverage the first stage of the decoupling in a
new domain. We are not aware of any domain adaptation
method that accommodates this specific notion of adapta-
tion.

As an additional check on our performance, we further con-
sider 100 different settings of the target Y , by sampling
100 different parameters (i.e., weights θ) for its structural
equations in all three tasks (for the image perturbation exam-
ple we sample 1500 settings). By demonstrating consistent
results across these trials, we illustrate that our method is
robust to different configurations of the target variable.

Explanation. Our method is also able to find pragmatic
mediators in the complex object X . By studying the high-
level descriptions φi that (a) receive nonzero weight θi 6= 0
in the sparse regression, and (b) reject H0 : φi ⊥⊥ W |Z at
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Table 1. General description of experimental setups.

ImagePert Humicroedit DREAM5

Z pre-perturbation image original news headline (GloVe avg. vector) baseline gene expression

W location of normal distribution for perturbation new entity edit (GloVe vector) transcription factor out-degree

X post-perturbation image edited headline (GloVe avg. vector) post-intervention gene expression

Φ convolution windows over X funniness hypotheses (Hossain et al., 2019) change in kernel eigengene

Y intensity of pixels, linear combination of Φ funniness score, via linear combination of Φ linear combination of Φ

t ∼ Multinomial(p)

Z = patternt
W ∼ Multinomial(∆t)

fw =


for i = 0 to 1000 :

γ ∼ N (W, I)
if (d0, d0) < γ < (dn, dn) :

fw[γ] = fw[γ] + η

X = Z + fw +N (0, 0.5)

Φ = Convolutiont(X)

Y = θ>Φ +N (0, 0.1)

Figure 5. Description of the generative model used in the experi-
ment of Sect. 4.2.

some prespecified level α, we can identify causal media-
tors of relevance. We report mediator discovery error rates
for all experiments below. Significance levels for all tests
were fixed at α = 0.01, with p-values adjusted for multiple
testing via Holm (1979)’s method.

4.2. Image Perturbation Simulation

Setup description. Our first example is simulated and vi-
sual, which we hope will provide some intuition for the
structure of this problem. We start with five possible pixel
patterns (Z) and perform interventions by adding bivari-
ate normal noise with location W . These treatments are
influenced with some probability by Z. The resulting post-
perturbation image (X) is then summarized via four dif-
ferent convolution windows, Φ(X,Z) = {φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4},
where each φi corresponds to a quadrant of the image, and
the convolution weights are indexed by the pattern corre-
sponding to the original image Z. Finally, the intensity of
the pixels over the whole image leads to an outcome (Y ),
given by a linear combination of Φ. The generative model
used to produce the simulation is described in Fig. 5.

p = [0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2] defines the multinomial distribu-
tion from which we sample shape indicator t. ∆ denotes
a 5 × 4 matrix, where each row is a simplex containing
different probabilities for selecting W values. d0 = 0 and
dn = 10 define the dimensions of all images. The condition
involving them and γ checks whether the sampled location

falls within the image size. η is a perturbation parameter
(fixed at 0.1 in our experiment) that is added to the sampled
location if it passes the check above. This example is de-
signed for demonstrative purposes, and φ1 is constructed
to be the pragmatic mediator we intend to find, as it both
varies with W and has a nonzero coefficient (θ1 = 0.7) in
the structural equation for Y . See full details in the Ap-
pendix. Fig. 4 shows an example set of sampled images.

Results. The results of all methods on a new intervention
w? are presented in Fig. 6. Additionally, Fig. 7 shows
the process of mediator explanation for our method. The
true mediator in this simulation, φ1, is indicated in black.
Conditional independence tests identify three windows –
Φ = {φ1, φ2, φ3}, indicated in red – that vary with W af-
ter conditioning on Z. We fit a lasso regression to estimate
causal effects (see Eq. 3), selecting windows Φ = {φ1, φ4},
indicated in blue. Finally, the intersection of these two sets,
Φ∗ = {φ1}, is our causal mediator, marked in purple. Fig. 8
presents performance over 1500 different samples of pa-
rameters in the structural equation of prediction target Y .
It shows similar trends to the single Y setting, where our
method dominates performance by baselines until 30-40%
of labels are available. The mean squared error (MSE) in this
simplified example is far smaller, and required more samples
to make std. error scale accordingly. We further note that
for the single Y setting, we picked θ = {0.7, 0, 0,−0.5} to
clearly demonstrate the idea of pragmatic mediation. For
Fig. 8, we instead sampled θ from a distribution (See Ap-
pendix for details), which seemed to help the performance
of some baselines, while adversely affecting others.

4.3. Humorous Edits to News Headlines

Setup description. As a second example, we consider a
dataset from a computational humor experiment. Partici-
pants were given news headlines and asked to make single
entity changes such that the resulting headline would be
humorous (Hossain et al., 2019). This work was further
extended into a SemEval2020 task, and full datasets were
made publicly available.7

7See https://www.cs.rochester.edu/u/
nhossain/humicroedit.html.
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Figure 6. The mean squared error (MSE) between the estimated causal effect and the true causal effect as a function of the amount of
labeled data that is available in the new regime do(w?).
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Figure 7. The φi selected by the mediation discovery method. Each set is identified as follows: red by a conditional independence test,
blue by sparse regression, and purple those satisfying both tests (black are the true mediators). Note for the high-dimensional genomics
dataset the φi are identified by only testing those φi selected by sparse regression to increase testing power.

For our evaluation, we combine all listed datasets and define
the following: original headline (Z), new word introduced
by edit (W ), revised headline (X). Following the analy-
sis of Hossain et al. (2019), we carried out the following
pre-processing procedures: 1. We generated clusters of edit
words (granular W ) by performing a k-means clustering on
GloVe vector representations (Pennington et al., 2014) of
each edit word, with k = 20. The aim was to reduce the
space of possible interventions to topics rather than individ-
ual words, for the purpose of defining data subsections as
historic and new intervention splits. We used the resulting
cluster label to create these splits. 2. We created 30 high-
level descriptions φ for this setting (full description in the
Appendix). One can think of Φ in this scenario as hypothe-
ses to explain the funniness of an edited headline (X). 3.
Computational humor is known to be a difficult domain for
direct prediction tasks. For the illustrative purpose of this
paper, we generated funniness scores for the outcome vari-
able Y as a linear combination of Φ with additive noise. A
random third of the coefficients are assigned a value of 0,
with the rest sampled from a uniform distribution U(−1, 1).

Results. The results of our estimation method of the out-
come Y for a random new intervention w? are presented
in Fig. 6. As can be seen, we achieve a MSE of 5.33, well
below alternative estimation methods of E[Y | do(w?), z].

Furthermore, our method correctly identified the mediator
φ2 in this setting, see Fig. 7. Fig. 8 provides another angle
on the quality of predictions with our method by examining
results over 100 trials with different configurations of θ. We
can clearly see that our method still outperforms the baseline
alternatives, and sees little variation in performance across
parameter values, as can be seen by the small std. error bars.

4.4. Gene Knockouts

Setup description. As a final experiment, we consider
semi-simulated gene knockouts based on data from the Dia-
logue for Reverse Engineering Assessments and Methods
(DREAM) challenge (Marbach et al., 2012). The E. coli
transcriptome published as part of the DREAM5 challenge
comprises a 805× 4511 gene expression matrix, with 334
candidate transcription factors.8 We use GENIE3 (Huynh-
Thu et al., 2010), a leading gene regulatory network infer-
ence algorithm based on random forests, to fit the 4177
structural equations that govern this system. We treat the
resulting model as our ground truth SCM.

We simulate n = 104 samples of baseline expression data
for the transcription factors from a multivariate Gaussian

8See http://dreamchallenges.org/project/
dream-5-network-inference-challenge/.
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Figure 8. The mean squared error (MSE) between the estimated causal effect and the true causal effect as a function of the amount of
labeled data that is available in the new regime do(w?). Means and std. error are over 1500 for the Image Perturbation experiments, and
100 for the other two, different configurations of θ, the parameters in the structural equations giving rise to Y .

distribution with parameters estimated via maximum like-
lihood. These values are then propagated by GENIE3 to
downstream variables, resulting in a complete set of baseline
expression data (Z). We simulate 10 gene knockout experi-
ments, summarized by the out-degree of the corresponding
transcription factor (W ). Post-intervention expression is
once again simulated by GENIE3 (X). We treat each sub-
network of at least 10 genes as a pathway, and summarize
its expression by taking the first kernel principal component
(Schölkopf et al., 1999) of the corresponding submatrix, i.e.
the kernel eigengene. The difference between post- and pre-
intervention eigengene expression for all 168 modules that
meet this dimensionality criterion constitutes our high-level
summary (Φ). Modules are subsequently ranked by their
Spearman correlation with W . The top and bottom 25 are
assigned nonzero weight in a linear simulation of outcomes
Y , with standard normal noise. More details can be found
in the Appendix.

Results. Results for a random new gene knockout are pre-
sented in Fig. 6. The sparsity of this problem poses a partic-
ular challenge for baseline regression methods, which could
potentially be mitigated with further tuning. In addition to
achieving low MSE on the test set, our method additionally
recovers 92% of all true mediators, with an overall accuracy
rate of 85%. Most of the errors in this example appear to
derive from false positives in the lasso regression, which
could likely be improved with more cautious tuning of the
λ parameter that controls model sparsity. As can be seen in
Fig. 8, the same trends remain in place when repeating the
experiment over 100 different configurations of θ.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we proposed a general problem setup with
applications in various fields of scientific study and policy
design. We showed its relevance to different modalities
and domain subjects, and developed a general estimation
framework. This enables the study of causal effects of crude

interventions on high-dimensional, complex objects that im-
pact an outcome of interest via some high-level mediator(s).
Our approach is useful when one wishes to estimate the ef-
fects of new interventions for which little labeled data is
available. We further showed how such a method can illumi-
nate the underlying causal structure governing the process
by identifying pragmatic mediation pathways between the
complex objects and the outcome. Future work could ex-
tend this approach to various tasks, including: estimation of
causal effects in response to high-dimensional and/or soft
interventions; hypothesis design via search for interventions
predicted to achieve the outcome of interest; and predic-
tion and mediation analysis with latent variables or partial
knowledge of the true causal graph.

Limitations. We see this work as a first step in the study
of complex causes and crude interventions, which are dis-
tinct from the atomic, soft, or stochastic interventions that
have been previously studied. Though our method is fo-
cused on a particular problem setup, we have argued that
a wide variety of problems share a similar structure. Ad-
ditional work could make the method more applicable in
settings with unobserved confounders, or where known rela-
tionships within objects (e.g., spatial characteristics) could
be exploited for greater sensitivity. Other interesting exten-
sions of this work could examine cases where X does not
fully mediate W , or when the set of abstract features Φ is
not fully known. For the former, we believe that if the direct
effect of W on Y is sufficiently weak, it should still be pos-
sible to exploit X as mediator. For the latter, we envision
adding smoothness constraints or parametric assumptions
on Φ, or simultaneously learning the abstract features, as in
(Xu et al., 2020).
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